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Abstract
It is widely accepted that the OO paradigm will

signi�cantly increase software reusability, extendibil-
ity, interoperability, and reliability. This is also true
for high assurance systems engineering, provided that
the systems are tested adequately. Software testing
is an important software quality assurance activity to
ensure that the bene�ts of OO programming will be
realized. OO software testing has to deal with new
problems introduced by the powerful new features of
OO languages. The objective of this article is to re-
view some of the existing researches in OO software
testing, in particular, the research at the University of
Texas at Arlington.

1 Introduction
OO software testing has to deal with new problems

introduced by the powerful OO features such as en-
capsulation, inheritance, polymorphism, and dynamic
binding. The objective of this article is to review some
of the existing researches and applications of OO soft-
ware testing. In particular, we will focus more on de-
scribing our research on OO software testing at the
University of Texas at Arlington. Although none of
the results was developed with high assurance systems
in mind, many of them still can be applied to high as-
surance systems.

2 OO Testing Problems

D. E. Perry and G. E. Kaiser [19], discusses the
problems from a theoretical point of view. They re-
visited some of the test adequacy axioms originally
proposed by Weyuko [25] [26]: Antiextensionality
{ If two programs compute the same function (that
is, they are semantically close), a test set adequate for
one is not necessarily adequate for the other. General
Multiple Change { When two programs are syntac-

tically similar (i.e., one can be obtained from the other
by changing constants and/or relational/arithmetic
operators) they usually require di�erent test sets. An-
tidecomposition { Testing a program in the context
of an enclosing program may be adequate with respect
to that enclosing program, but not necessarily ade-
quate for other uses of the component. Anticompo-

sition { Adequately testing each individual program
component in isolation does not necessarily su�ce to
adequately test the the entire program. Composing
two program components results in interaction that
cannot arise in isolation.

They reached a surprising conclusion. That is, 1)
when a subclass or superclass is added to a class,
the inherited methods must be retested in this newly
formed context; 2) even if the overriding and overrid-
den methods are semantically similar, there is a need
to retest the classes in the context of overriding and
overridden methods; and 3) if the order of speci�cation
of superclasses of a subclass is changed, the subclass
must be retested even though only syntactic changes
are made.

Smith et al. [22] considered problems involved
in testing classes, abstract classes, message passing,
concurrency, inheritance, polymorphism and template
classes. For example, how to test a class, an abstract
class, or a template class. Another problem is the con-
cept of control ow through a conventional program
does not map readily to an OO program. Flow of
control in OO programs may be thought of a message
passing from one object to another, causing the re-
ceiving object to perform some operation, which may
be an examination or alteration, of its state. In order
to test such programs, when there is no conceptual
input/process/output, it is probably more appropri-
ate to specify how the object's state will change under
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certain conditions. If one object sends two messages
to two other objects, the two can respond to it con-
currently. The complexity of testing such systems,
considering the possible time-dependent interactions
between objects, is potentially greater than that for
normal sequential OO programs.

Wilde and Huit [27] addressed problems in main-
taining an OO system and proposes potential solu-
tions to these problems. These include problems of
dynamic binding, object dependencies, dispersed pro-
gram structure, control of polymorphism, high-level
understanding, and detailed code understanding. In
fact, all of these are problems in the testing and regres-
sion testing processes. For example, dynamic binding
implies that the code that implements a given function
is unknown until run time. Therefore, static analysis
cannot be used to identify precisely the dependencies
in the program. And hence, it is di�cult for a tester
to prepare test stubs as well as identifying the change
impact in regression testing.

The dependencies occurring in conventional sys-
tems are:

1. data dependencies between variables;

2. calling dependencies between modules;

3. functional dependencies between a module and
the variables it computes;

4. de�nitional dependencies between a variable and
its type.

OO Systems have additional dependencies:

1. class to class dependencies;

2. class to method dependencies;

3. class to message dependencies;

4. class to variable dependencies;

5. method to variable dependencies;

6. method to message dependencies; and

7. method to method dependencies.

Environments for maintaining OOP's need to pro-
vide ways of browsing these di�erent kinds of rela-
tionships. The multi-dimensional nature of intercon-
nections will make it very di�cult to use listing or text
screen based systems for program understanding.

Kung et al. [15] summarized OO testing problems
to be: 1) the understanding problem; 2) the complex

interdependency problem; 3) the object state behavior
testing problem; and 4) the tool support problem.

The understanding problem is introduced by the
encapsulation and information hiding features. The
dependency problem was caused by the complex rela-
tionships that exist in an OO program. Objects have
states and state dependent behaviors. That is, the ef-
fect of an operation on an object depends also on the
state of the object and may change the state of the
object. Thus, the combined e�ect of the operations
must be tested [2] [8] [12].

3 OO Software Test Strategy

A test strategy can be de�ned as the order to unit
testing and integration testing of the classes in an OO
program. The test order problem for the classes in an
OO program can be stated as �nding an order to test
the classes so that the e�ort required is minimum.

One pioneering work on OO testing strategy is due
to Harrold et al. [5]. They described a class testing
methodology that utilizes the hierarchical nature of
classes related by their inheritance relationships to re-
duce test overhead. This is accomplished by reusing
the test information for a parent class and incremen-
tally updating it to guide the testing of the subclasses.
Experiments show that signi�cant amount of e�ort
can be saved for well designed hierarchies with a large
amount of functionality de�ned at the top level and
modi�cations and additions are made at lower lev-
els. Additional savings include the reuse of the parent
class' test suites to test the methods of the subclasses.

The methodology consists of the following steps:

Step 1. Initially, base classes having no parents
are chosen and a test suite is designed that tests each
member function individually and also the interactions
among member functions.

Step 2. A testing history associates each test case
with the attributes it tests. In addition to inheriting
attributes from its parents, a newly de�ned subclass
\inherits" its parent's testing history. Just as a sub-
class is derived from its parent class, a subclass's test-
ing history is derived from the testing history of its
parent class.

Step 3. The inherited testing history is incremen-
tally updated to reect di�erences from the parent and
the result is a testing history for the subclass. A sub-
class's testing history guides the execution of the test
cases since it indicates which test cases must be run
to test the subclass.

Step 4. With this technique, new attributes can be
easily identi�ed in the subclass that must be tested
along with inherited attributes that must be retested.
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Step 5. The inherited attributes are retested in
the context of the subclass by identifying and testing
their interactions with newly de�ned attributes in the
subclass.

Step 6. The test cases in the parent class's test
suite that can be reused to validate the subclass and
attributes of the subclass which require new test cases
can also be identi�ed in the process.

The authors also used a variety of existing C++
class hierarchies as experiments to determine the sav-
ings in testing using their technique. The InterViews
2.6, a library of graphics interface classes, is used. The
result shows that signi�cant amount of e�ort would be
saved with this technique. Since many methods that
must be retested will reuse the test cases of their par-
ent, additional saving can be obtained through test
case reuse.

Another work on OO software test strategy was
proposed by Kung et al. [14]. The test strategy is
de�ned to be an order to test the classes such that
the e�ort required to construct the test stubs is min-
imum. To compute the strategy, an Object Relation
Diagram (ORD) is used. An ORD displays the various
relationships among the object classes, including in-
heritance, aggregation, association, instantiation (of a
template class), nested, and use (to instantiate a tem-
plate class). The ORD is generated by a reverse engi-
neering tool which identi�es these relationships from
the source code of an OO program and displays the
classes and their relationships diagramatically.

A solution to the test order problem must consider
two cases:

1. The ORD = (V; L;E) is an acyclic digraph,
meaning that there exists no cycle in the digraph.
A cycle is a directed path leading from one node,
traversing directed edges, back to itself.

2. The ORD = (V; L;E) is a cyclic digraph, mean-
ing that there exists one or more cycles.

In the �rst case, the test order is simply the topo-
logical sorting [1] of the set of classes using the de-
pendence relation de�ned by the inheritance, aggre-
gation, and association relationships. The computa-
tional complexity is the number of classes in the OO
program since each node needs to be visited only once.
The e�ort required to construct the test stubs is zero
and hence it is minimum.

The solution to case 2 is not so trivial since topo-
logical sorting cannot be applied to cyclic digraphs. A
simple solution is to convert the cyclic digraph into an
acyclic diagraph by treating each strongly connected

component1 as a composite vertex. Topological sort-
ing can then be applied to the resulting acyclic di-
graph to yield a major test order for testing the unit
vertices and composite vertices. Since each strongly
connected component is a cyclic digraph, certain asso-
ciation edges are removed to convert it into an acyclic
digraph so that topological sorting can be applied to
obtain a minor test order to test the vertices in the
strongly connected components. The edges to be re-
moved are those that will result in minimum e�ort to
construct the test stubs.

An experiment using the InterViews library indi-
cated that 316 person-hours or 8 person-weeks would
be required if a random order is used. In comparison,
the optimal test order would result in 93% saving in
terms of test e�ort.

The ORD and test order are not only useful for con-
ducting class unit testing but also provide a detailed
road map for integration testing. That is, after unit
testing, the classes are integrated according to the test
order. In this way, the e�ort required to construct test
stubs and test drivers will be reduced to a minimum.
With the InterViews library their experiment showed
that 96% saving can be achieved.

4 Unit Testing and Integration Testing
Although there are many research results address-

ing unit test problems, most of them focused on
function-oriented/procedure-oriented software. These
unit test methods can be classi�ed into two types,
a) speci�cation-based test method, and b) structure-
based (or program-based) test methods. Black-box
test methods focus on verifying the functions and be-
haviors of a software component in terms of an ex-
ternal view. White-box test methods focus on check-
ing the internal logic structures and behaviors of a
software component, for example, basis-path testing
based on control-ow graphs.

As stated earlier, object-oriented programs brought
out some new testing problems to testers. Since classes
are the major components in an object-oriented pro-
gram, testers have to �nd the answers to the following
questions:

� Whether the existing unit testing techniques can
be applied on classes and a class cluster with a
number of related classes?

� What test models, test generation methods, and
test criteria can be used in unit tests for object-
oriented software?

1A strongly connected component is a subgraph (of the orig-
inal digraph) in which every vertex is reachable from any other
vertex.
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� How to perform unit tests for an object-oriented
program in a systematic way?

Therefore, new test generation methods, test mod-
els, test coverage criteria for classes are needed in unit
tests. Recently, there are a number of research pa-
pers addressing class unit tests. Several of them pro-
vide speci�cation-based test methods for abstract data
types.

Parrish, Borie, and Cordes [18] proposed a method
for applying conventional ow graph-based testing
strategies to classes. Based on the conventional ow-
graph model, they proposed a general class graph
model by extending the basic modeling concept to rep-
resent classes. Each class graph consists of: 1) nodes
that is the set of class operations, 2) feasible edges,
that are operation interactions from one to another ac-
cording to the given speci�cations, 3) de�nitions and
uses, each consist of pairs of (operation, type) , and 4)
infeasible sub-paths according to the given speci�ca-
tions. Using this conceptual model as the test model,
many existing ow graph-based techniques can be ap-
plied to classes in both speci�cation-based unit test-
ing and program-based unit testing. The authors pro-
vided their insights about how to use this class graph
to de�ne a new set of test coverage criteria for class
unit testing, including node coverage, branch cover-
age, de�nition coverage, use coverage, and du-path
coverage. Another important result of this framework
is that some systematic test generation techniques are
given based on class implementation. This makes the
results more applicable to provide a systematic solu-
tion in class tests for today's industry practice.

Heechem Kim and Chisu Wu [9] focused on data
bindings in class testing. In their approach, class test-
ing consists of three steps. In the �rst step, testing
each method, in which the existing functional and
structural test methods can be used. The second step
is testing actual data bindings, in which the major fo-
cus of testing is the data bindings between the meth-
ods in a class. They use an actual data binding to
represent a data ow between two methods, so that
data bindings between the methods of a class can be
used as the basis for measuring inter-method inter-
actions in its class. To reduce the complexity of the
state-based testing, they apply state testing only to
each simple MM-Path which is a sequence of a pair
of methods represented by the actual data bindings.
The �nal step is testing of sequences of methods. In
this step, the class graph model for a class in [18] is
sliced into a set of slices based on data members in the
class. Each slice is a sub-graph of the class ow-graph.
Based on this model, di�erent ow-graph test gener-

ation methods given in [18] can be used to achieve
various ow graph-based test criteria. According to
the authors, this approach has the advantage on re-
ducing the complexity of state-based testing of class
objects, and simplifying test generations.

When software components (or parts) are sepa-
rately tested, they are integrated together to check
if they can work together properly to accomplish the
speci�ed functions. The major testing focus here is
their interfaces, integrated functions, and integrated
behaviors. In the past two decades, a number of soft-
ware integration testing approaches have been used
to perform software integration testing, such as top-
down, bottom-up, sandwich, and "big bang". Since
all of them were designed for integrating components
in a traditional program, they might not be applicable
to object-oriented programs due to the di�erences in
their structures and behaviors.

The �rst is the structural di�erences between an
object-oriented program and a traditional program.
For example, a conventional program consists of three
levels of components: a) functions (or procedures), b)
modules, and c) subsystems. The structures of these
components can be represented (or modeled) as call
graphs, data-ow and/or control-ow graphs. How-
ever, an object-oriented program consists of four lev-
els of components: a) function members de�ned in a
class, b) classes, c) groups of classes, and d) subsys-
tems. The conventional data-ow graph and control-
ow graph can be used to represent the structure of a
class function member. A class ow-based graph [18]
can be used to model the interactions between func-
tions de�ned in a class. A class relation diagram [15]
can be used to model various relationships between
classes, including inheritance, aggregation, and asso-
ciation relations.

The other major di�erence between an object-
oriented program and a conventional program is their
behaviors. In a dynamic view, a conventional pro-
gram is made a number of active processes. Each of
them has its control ow. They interact with one and
another through data communications. An object-
oriented program consists of a collection of active ob-
jects that communicate with one and another to com-
plete the speci�ed functions. In a multiple-thread pro-
gram, there are a number of object message ows ex-
ecuting at the same time.

These di�erences bring out some new problems
in integrating di�erent components for an object-
oriented program. Paul C. Jorgensen and Carl Erick-
son [8] proposed a method for integration testing based
on their experience of an automatic teller machine
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(ATM). They suggested �ve distinct levels of object-
oriented testing, including a method, message quies-
cence, event quiescence, thread testing, and thread in-
teraction testing. Their basic idea is to model the be-
haviors of an object-oriented program using an object
network, in which nodes (rectangles) are methods and
edges (dashed lines) are messages. Each object is a
cluster (or a collection) of methods. Based on this
model, integration tests are constructed based on dif-
ferent MM-Paths (which is a sequence of method ex-
ecutions linked by messages) in the object network.

5 Object State Testing
Object state testing is an important aspect of ob-

ject oriented software testing. It is di�erent from the
conventional control ow testing and data ow testing
methods. In control ow testing, the focus is testing
the program according to the control structures (i.e.,
sequencing, branching, and iteration). In data ow
testing, the focus is testing the correctness of individ-
ual data de�ne-and-use. Object state testing focuses
on testing the state dependent behaviors of objects.
Finite state machines are most often used to model
object state dependent behaviors. From these models
test cases are generated to test the implementation.

C. D. Turner and D.J. Robson, described a black-
box state-based testing method for testing the inter-
actions between the features of an object and the ob-
ject's state [24]. The features of an object are usually
implemented as the object's operations or methods.
This approach takes into account the random order in
which the features can be invoked.

A state of an object is de�ned as the combination
of the attribute values of the object. This view is
commonly taken by researchers of the object-oriented
paradigm. Since the number of all possible combina-
tions is large, two concepts are introduced to reduce
the complexity: 1) speci�c state values; and 2) general
state values.

A speci�c state value of an attribute of an object
has speci�c signi�cance in the application on hand.
For example, the quantities-on-hand of a certain prod-
uct may drop below a certain thread level which would
trigger a replenishment event. Another example is the
NULL value of a linked list head pointer which signi-
�es that the list is empty. Note that an attribute may
have more than one speci�c state value. For exam-
ple, the attribute used to denote the top of a stack
may have \full" and \empty" as its speci�c values.
The general state values of an attribute include all
the values that are not speci�c. Using these concepts,
the states of an object are identi�ed according to the
speci�cation or design of the object class. States for

invalid or exceptional situations are also identi�ed.

The features of a class, when executed, cause state
transitions from an \input state" to an \output state".
The input states and output states of each feature
are identi�ed according to the speci�cation or design.
Test cases then are generated to test and validate each
state transition. To simplify the process, the authors
proposed to use substates, each of which is a combina-
tion of values of a subset of the attributes of a class,
instead of states (which considers all the attributes)
in the test case generation process. The steps for us-
ing this approach are: 1) identifying states which are
combinations of attribute values; 2) identifying state
transitions from input states to output states result-
ing in a �nite state machine (FSM); and 3) generate
test cases from the FSM.

D. Ho�man and P. Strooper [6] proposed a black-
box methodology and support tools for testing object
state dependent behaviors. The methodology consists
of three main steps: 1) the tester prepares a testgraph
which is essentially a state transition diagram that il-
lustrates the expected state dependent behavior of the
class under test (CUT); 2) according to the testgraph
the tester implements an oracle class which has ex-
actly the same methods as the CUT; 3) the tester im-
plements test drivers to initialize the oracle class and
the CUT; 4) the tester generates test cases according
to the state transitions in the testgraph to execute the
CUT and the oracle class; and 5) the tester determines
whether the CUT implement the desired behavior by
comparing the execution results of the CUT and the
oracle class.

The approach developed at the University of Texas
at Arlington [12] [16] is a reverse engineering approach.
The authors �rst showed that certain object state be-
havior errors could not be readily detected by conven-
tional testing methods like control ow testing or data
ow testing. They then described an object state test
method consisting of an object state model, a reverse
engineering tool, and an object state test generation
tool. The object state test model is an aggregation
of hierarchical, concurrent, communicating state ma-
chines envisioned mainly for object state testing. A
state machine may be an atomic object state diagram
(AOSD) or a composite object state diagram (COSD).

An AOSD is a Mealy type state transition diagram
de�ned for a single attribute of the class under test-
ing. It represents the state dependent behavior of the
attribute. Since only some of the attributes of a class
have state dependent behaviors, only these attributes
require an AOSD. For example, the title of a book
in a library never changes, therefore, it does not re-
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quire an AOSD. A COSD is an aggregate of AOSD's
and COSD's. This recursive de�nition allows the test
model to support inheritance and aggregation in OO
programming. That is, the state dependent behavior
of a derived class or subclass is a COSD consisting of
the AOSD's for its own attributes and the COSD that
represents the state dependent behavior of its parent
class. Similarly, the behavior of an aggregate class
is a COSD consisting of the AOSD's for its own at-
tributes and the COSD's representing the behaviors
of the component classes.

The reverse engineering tool produces an object
state model from any C++ program2. The object
state test generation tool analyzes the object state
behaviors and generates object state test cases. An-
other important feature is state-based fault analysis
which identi�es the sequence(s) of method invocations
that led to a faulty state. The steps to conduct ob-
ject state testing can be summarized as follows: 1)
selecting the class(es) to be tested; 2) generating the
AOSD's for the class(es), note the COSD's are simply
the aggregates of AOSD's and COSD's; 3) generating
object state test cases from the AOSD's and COSD's;
4) generating test data for the test cases; 5) executing
the test cases; 6) analyzing the test results to iden-
tify bugs; and perhaps 7) conducting state-based fault
analysis to identify possible causes.

6 Regression Testing

The main concern in regression testing is how to ef-
fectively and e�ciently identify the changes and their
impact so that testing can be focused to the changed
and a�ected components. Another consideration in
regression testing is re-use of existing test cases and
test suites.

Kung et al. [13] proposed an approach based on
a test model called Object Relation Diagram (ORD).
It captures the classes and their dependencies, like in-
heritance, aggregation and association. A reverse en-
gineering method has been developed to extract the
classes and their dependencies from an OO program
and present them in the ORD. Changes to an OO pro-
gram are automatically identi�ed by comparing two
di�erent versions of program source code. The changes
then are used to determine which of the classes are
changed. Through the dependencies among the classes
the impact of the changes are identi�ed. Regression
testing then can focus on testing the changed and af-
fected classes.

After identifying the changed and a�ected classes,
a tester will encounter the problem of determining in

2The tool is being extended to process Java programs.

which order the classes should be tested. This is be-
cause in an OO program the classes may be dependent
on each other. Therefore when testing a class which
invokes methods of other untested classes, test stubs
need to be constructed to simulate the untested meth-
ods. In some cases the test stub construction may be
very costly. The authors also provided a method that
computes the minimum cost test order for testing the
classes.

Rothermel and Harrold [21] extended their results
on selecting retest suites for conventional programs
to OO programs. The problem addressed is which
of the existing test cases must be rerun to determine
whether the modi�ed program still ful�lls its function-
ality. One possible way is to select test cases that will
produce di�erent results. To do this, control depen-
dencies and data dependencies among the statements
and methods of an OO program and its modi�ed ver-
sion are identi�ed and represented in two dependency
graphs. From these graphs an algorithm identi�es the
statements in the modi�ed program that will produce
di�erent results. Test cases, which traverse through
these statements, need to be rerun to test the modi-
�ed program. Additional test cases are needed to test
the new functionalities.

Hsia et al. [7] addressed the same problem ad-
dressed in [21]. However, Hsia et al.'s presents a sim-
pler but totally di�erent approach. Unlike Rothermel
and Harrold's approach, which analyzes the source
codes of the OO program and its modi�ed version,
Hsia et al.'s approach inserts software probes into the
source program. These probes record which test cases
touch which of the classes. This information then can
be used to establish a relationship between the test
cases and the classes. Thus, when the changed and
a�ected classes are identi�ed the test cases that relate
to these classes are the ones that must be rerun to test
the modi�ed program. Again, additional test cases are
needed to test new functionalities.

In summary, Kung et al.'s approach uses only the
relationships among the classes to identify the change
impact. Therefore the approach is simpler but the
retest e�ort may not be the minimum. The second
approach goes down to the statement level and iden-
ti�es and analyzes all the control dependencies and
data dependencies among the statements and meth-
ods. This detailed analysis may substantially reduce
the regression test e�ort but the complexity is high.
The approach proposed by Hsia et al. is simple but
it requires that the changed and a�ected classes must
be known. Again, the retest e�ort may not be the
minimum.
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7 Test Tools

The major theme of this section is to explore soft-
ware test automation for object-oriented software in
terms of systematic approaches, adapted test models,
test generation methods, as well as applications of test
tools in software testing phase.

Kung et al. [15] reported their development work
on an object-oriented testing and maintenance envi-
ronment, called OOTME. In this system, a reverse
engineering approach is used as a systematic way to
recover the design of an object-oriented program (or
a class library) into a collection of test models (called
object-oriented test models) based on its source code
(such as C++ code). These test models are classi�ed
into three types: 1) Object relation diagrams, called
ORD, which represent the relationships between dif-
ferent classes. 2) Object state diagrams, called OSD,
which depict the object state behavior for a class ob-
ject. 3) Block branch diagrams, call BBD, which pro-
vide the control ow as well as the interface of a func-
tion member in a class.

Di�erent tools are developed to assist testers in
testing and regression testing. A tool, called Test
Order Generator, can be used to compute an opti-
mal test order as described in section 3. Another tool
called Class Firewall Generator can be used to iden-
tify the changed and a�ected classes after various class
changes. In addition, two types of test can be gener-
ated for testing a method. Based on an object state
diagram, test cases can be generated for checking ob-
ject behaviors of a class object.

In [2], Roong-Ko Doong and Phyllis G. Frankl re-
ported their systematic approach to unit testing of
object-oriented programs and a set of test tools, called
ASTOOT. The major focus of this approach is how
to automate the unit testing of abstract data types
(ADTs) in object-oriented programs in test data gen-
eration, test execution, and test checking. ASTOOT
system consists of a set of tools, including the driver
generator, two test generation tools, called the com-
piler, and the simpli�er. The driver generator takes
as input the interface speci�cations of the class under
test (CUT) and of some related classes, and outputs
a test driver. This test driver, when executed, reads
test cases, checks their syntax, executes them, and ver-
i�es the results. The compiler and simpli�er together
form an interactive tool for semi-automatically gener-
ating test cases from an algebraic speci�cation, called
LOBAS. The compiler reads in a speci�cation writ-
ten in LOBAS, and does some syntactic and semantic
checking on the speci�cation, then translates each ax-
iom into a pair of ADT trees (in which nodes represent

operations of an abstract data type along with their
arguments). Each path from the root of a leaf of an
ADT tree represents a possible state of the ADT. The
simpli�er inputs an operation sequence, supplied by
the user, translates it into an ADT tree, and applies
the transformations to obtain equivalent operation se-
quences.

In [20], Robert M. Poston, described how to reuse
common object models (stored in repositories) for au-
tomated testing with a minimum of work and ex-
pense. Step by step through an example system, this
article shows how to use an integrated set of soft-
ware tools to perform the speci�cation-based testing
based on automated models during the development
of object-oriented programs. This tool set includes
three di�erent tools, including a model-drawing tool,
called StP/OMT, a test case generator called T, and
a test execution tool, called XRunner. StP/OMT
uses James Rumbaughs Object Modeling Technique
(OMT) as its model to record the design information
of object-oriented programs. To make the model to
be test-ready, testers need to prepare the instances
of data items, events, and states which cause logical
conditions to be true and false and actions to be per-
formed. Test case generator T provides the capabil-
ity of generating test cases automatically. Xrunner ,
an execution or capture-replay tool, can be used to
exercised or run a given object-oriented program on
the integration level as well as on the system level.
Rober M. Poston pointed out a very important fact,
that is, when the OMT life cycle is supported by au-
tomated testing tools, the work of de�ning, designing,
and writing test cases can be performed in parallel
with the work of de�ning, designing, and implement-
ing objects. Thus, the life cycle of an object-oriented
software product is shortened signi�cantly.
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